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SIMPLE CLEARING 
 

 Possible Imbalance Assessment Balancing 

    

1 Blocking Muscle test by pressing on 

extended forearms. Say, "Body, 

show us a yes." Test. Muscle 

should feel strong.  Say, "Body, 

show us a no." Test.  Muscle should 

feel weak. 

 

If the forearms test anything other 

than strong on yes and weak on no, 

the client typically has a phobia 

blocking their energy field.  Use the 

Muscle Testing Trouble Shooting 

Guide to correct the testing. 

 

2 Dehydration Muscle test one forearm. While 

pressing, ask person to tug on hair. 

The muscle should remain strong. 

If the arm goes weak during the 

hair tug have the person drink 

water. 
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Overload or 

Switching 

 

Ask the person to hold their arms 

firm.  Muscle test with your arms 

uncrossed and then crossed.  

Muscle test with one of your hands 

at a time.  Each arm should 

maintain equal strength no matter 

which hand you test with. 

 

If one arm feels weaker when 

pressed with one hand compared to 

the other hand, ask person to 

balance as follows:  

Hold one hand over the navel and 

rub the sacrum, K27 (area beneath 

the center of the collar bone), and 

the upper and lower lips (duck lips). 
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Over/Under Energy 

 

Ask the person to hold their arms 

firm.  Muscle test. Zip Up the 

energy field by moving your hand 

3-6" in front of the body from the 

crotch to the lower lip. Muscle test.  

Zip Down by moving hand from 

lower lip to crotch.  Muscle test. 

Zip Up and test.  The person 

should test strong on the Zip Ups 

and weak on the Zip Downs. 

 

If the response is different than 

expected, balance with a Cook's 

Balance or a Meridian Flush. 

Cook's Balance:  Cross one leg 

over the other.  Clasp palms 

together and fold hands up so that 

the pinkie's touch the chest.  Then 

stand with feet apart. Touch 

fingertips together and point 

towards ceiling at heart level. 

Meridian Flush:  Perform a series 

of Zip Ups from the crotch to the 

lower lip in front, and from the base 

of the spine over the top of the head 

to the upper lip in back.  Have the 

recipient stand sideways to you and 

flush front and back 

simultaneously. 
 
Even if the client is muscle testing correctly, ask, “Does this being have any blocks or 
partial blockages in your energy field today?”  If yes, MT if it is caused by a phobia.  If yes, 
clear the phobia(s). 
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Muscle Testing Instructions for Facilitators and Clients or How to Avoid the 
Common Mistakes of Muscle Testing.  Copyright 2003, Judith A. Swack, Ph.D. 

 
I. Preparation.  We start the work by explaining to the client that Healing from the 

Body Level Up (and energy psychology in general) works with the conscious 

mind, unconscious mind, body and soul simultaneously.  In order to do the 

healing the client needs to be able to consciously access information from all 

levels of his being. 

1.  Accessing the unconscious mind.  Teach the client that he can access his unconscious 

mind using the NLP technique of going inside and talking to the part that needs 

healing. The response takes the following forms: 

•  Visual; a picture, a memory, a dream that you can see, 

•  Auditory; a thought in words, a piece of music, a tone of voice, 

•  Kinesthetic; a physical or emotional sensation felt in the body. (Sometimes there is a 

taste or smell response.) 
2.   Accessing the body and soul.  We teach the client how to consciously access 

information from the body and soul levels using an applied kinesiology technique 

called muscle testing (which is based on the same principle as lie detector testing; that 

is, the body will register true or false to questions). 

3.   Once we have established communication with the unconscious mind, body, and soul, 

THE CLIENT’S SOUL/DEEPEST WISDOM DICTATES ALL OF THE GOALS, 

DIRECTIONS, AND HEALING STEPS that we do during a session. This includes 

information about which patterns interfere with the goal, where they are located in the 

body, and which interventions to use to clear it. 

 
II.  Muscle Testing.  Explain to the client, “there are two ways to muscle test, the easy 

way which is easy, and the hard way which is foolproof.  Say to the client, “I prefer the 

easy way, but I’ll show you both so that we can decide how we want to do it.” 

1.   “The easy way to muscle test is to float your arms out in front of you and let your 

unconscious mind and body answer automatically.  We will ask yes/no i.e. true/false 

questions of your body.  Your conscious mind’s job is to send the question into your 

body, watch the answer your body gives, and then think about it.  Remember, the 

sequence is down, test, think in that order. 

 
2.   The reason we do it this way is that we don’t want your conscious mind to answer 

these questions.  If I wanted your conscious answer, I’d ask your face.  I’m assuming 

that if the problem were conscious, you would have figured it out by now and not be 

here in my office. 
 
3.   So, we need to communicate with your unconscious mind, body, and soul to find out 

what else might be happening here.  Even if your conscious mind thinks it knows the 

answer, we still want to know what the other levels of your being have to say. 
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So, the proper attitude of your conscious mind (and mine) is an open ended scientific 
curiosity of I don’t know the answer and am interested to find out what the rest of me 

has to say about the issue. Even if the question sounds fascinating, and many of them 

will, send the question straight down into the body rather than holding it in your head 

and thinking about it.” 

 
4.   Stay consciously alert while we do the muscle testing.  Whether you prefer to keep 

your eyes open or closed, stay awake and don’t space out or go on auto-pilot.  Each 

question needs to be sent down into your body for evaluation. 

 
5.   Now, show me a yes; give me a body yes.  (Muscle test the yes signal.) 

6.   Show me a no; give me a body no.  (Muscle test the no signal.) “ 

 
The facilitator presses gently on the client’s arms just above the wrists using either the 

flat palms of the hands or the finger tips.  Ask the client what he prefers.  Press until you 

feel muscle resistance.  On a yes, we expect the client’s arms to hold strong (and not 

move).  On a no, we expect the client’s arms to float down all the way to the side of their 

body without resistance. 

 
How do you know that the client isn’t consciously answering the muscle testing?  On an 

unconscious yes, the arm holds firm.  If the conscious mind is answering, the arm jerks up. 

On an unconscious no, the arm doesn’t move down until the facilitator presses on it. 

On a conscious no, the client throws their arms down. 

 
7.   “The hard way to muscle test is for people who can’t let go conscious control of 

their body, i.e. the control freaks.  In this case we give the conscious mind something 

to do consciously in addition to sending the question down.  We ask you to hold your 

arm out straight to the side at shoulder height, which takes some effort, and to hold 

strong no matter what we ask you.  You still send the question down into your body, 

observe the answer, and then think about it. 

8.   Now, show me a yes; give me a body yes.  (Muscle test the yes signal.) 

9.   Show me a no; give me a body no.  (Muscle test the no signal.) “ 

 
The facilitator faces the client squarely, places one hand on the client’s shoulder to 

stabilize himself, and presses firmly on the client’s arm just above the wrist using the flat 

palm of the hand.  Press until you feel muscle resistance.  On a yes, we expect the client’s 

arms to hold strong (and not move).  On a no, we expect the facilitator to be able to press 

a client’s arm all the way down to their waist while feeling muscle resistance all the way. 

 
How do you know that the client isn’t consciously answering the muscle testing?  In this 

position as long as the client is consciously holding muscle resistance, he can’t 

consciously influence the answer.  Remind the client periodically to hold his arm strong. 

If that arm gets tired (isn’t holding strong on yes after a while) switch to the other arm.  If 

the client cannot muscle test the easy way, i.e. is rigid on yes and no, or controlling the 

muscle testing consciously, or doesn’t trust their conscious mind not to interfere, use the 
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hard way.  If the client muscle tests well the easy way, suggest that we use the easy way 
which requires less physical effort, and if there is any uncertainty about an answer, 

double check it the hard way. 

 
III. Timing Issues for the Facilitator:  Finish asking the question and allow it to 

register in the client’s body before pressing on the client’s arm.  Timing: some 

clients register the answer immediately.  Some clients may require a brief pause 

between question and testing, and some clients you may have to count to three 

before testing. With clients whose native language is different than the one you 

are working in, they may have to translate the question before sending it into their 

body.  Have the client signal you when the question has registered in his body and 

then test him. 

 
IV. Unexpected Results.  If the client gives muscle testing signals that are different 

than what you expect (as described above), go to the muscle testing trouble shooting 

guide and heal the client’s body and energy field to correct the muscle testing. 

Facilitators, do not surrogate muscle test yourself for the client and give the client 

answers from your body.  The client may begin to suspect that the therapist is imposing 

the therapist’s answers upon the client and doubt that the answers are really coming from 

within himself.  The real work here is to unblock or repair the client’s energy field so that 

he can get real answers from within himself. 

 
INDICATOR MODE 

 
For counting lists or numbers of things we switch into Indicator Mode.  Say to the client, 

“In indicator mode, your arms hold strong while we count and go down when we get the 

right number.  Then we’ll double check the answer in yes/no mode.”  Then state the 

question as follows, “_  , in indicator mode (and then start counting). 

Examples: 

“This trauma occurred at what age, going for indicator, between conception to birth, 0-10 

years old, 11- 20 years old, 21-30 years old, …” 

“What is the priority intervention to use, going for indicator, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ….” 

 
Until the client is familiar with switching modes, during the first few sessions, remember 

to look the client in the eye while saying, “In indicator mode…” and wait till they nod to 

let you know they’ve switched modes.   Then say, “double checking with yes/no…,” look 

the client in the eye and wait till they nod to let you know they’ve switched back into 

yes/no mode. 

 
Handy tips for keeping yes/no and indicator modes distinct.  Some of our colleagues like 

to say, “In indicator mode, counting 1,2,3, etc.”  Some of our colleagues like to say, 

“Drop to indicate, 1,2,3, etc.” 

 
Never say, “Going for indicator is it 1,2,3, etc.” “Is it” is a yes/no question, and mixes the 

two modes creating confusion. 
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MUSCLE TESTING TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE copyright 2001, revised 2012 
Judith A. Swack 

 
1.  The client tests strong on yes and strong on no.  Say to the client, “you have a 

blocked energy field.  This is caused by one or more phobias. It can be difficult to 

function when your energy field is blocked so, let’s clear it now.”   The client agrees.  Do 

the Unblocking Procedure, page 40. 

Note:  I have had several clients for whom it took three or four sessions of tapping to 

unblock their energy fields. 

 
2.  The client tests strong on yes and tense or sticky on no.  Ask the client by muscle 

testing, “does this being have any partial blockages in your energy field?”  If the answer 

is yes, say, “this block is caused by one or more phobias. It can be difficult to function 

when your energy field is partially blocked so, let’s clear it now.”   The client agrees. Do 

the Unblocking Procedure, page 40. 

 
3.  The client tests strong on yes and stronger on no.  Tell the client that this usually 

means that he has a phobia of saying “no” or a phobia of weakness.  Ask the client if he 

recognizes that as a problem in his life, and discuss.  Then have the client read the 

Introduction to Phobias and Traumas, page 6. Do the Unblocking Procedure, page 40 

and word the phobia, “I’m afraid to say no because…” or “I’m afraid to feel weak 

because…” 

 
4.  The client tests weak on yes and strong on no.  Say to the client, “you have a 

reversal.  That means you have a limiting belief that is affecting you strongly.  A limiting 

belief is a one sentence structure that you feel is true even though you know better. What 

is the limiting belief that is up for you now?”  Have the client speak the limiting belief 

and locate it in the body. Treat the reversal with Natural Bio-Destressing (EFT) 

because these kinds of reversals are actually phobias. Retest the client, and if he now 

muscle tests normally i.e. strong on yes and weak on no, muscle test and ask if there are 

any remaining blocks or partial blockages in his energy field.  If yes, treat all the phobias 

until he tests that his energy field is completely unblocked. 

 
5.  The client tests weak on yes and weak on no.  It could be low blood sugar or 

malnutrition.  Ask the client when was the last time she ate.  If it was several hours ago 

feed the client a beverage with sugar or a starchy snack.  If the client has an eating 

disorder, discuss the eating disorder and tell her it will be the first thing we treat. Tell her 

that she must eat more the week before she comes in because her body is too weak to 

muscle test. 

 
6.  The client tests weak on yes and weak on no.  If it isn’t low blood sugar, say to the 

client, “you have a blown energy field.  This is caused by one or more phobias that 

caused you to blow a fuse. It can be difficult to function when your energy field is blown 

so, let’s turn the circuit breaker back on.”   The client agrees. Do the Unblocking 

Procedure, page 40. 
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UNBLOCKING PROCEDURE 
 

1.   Have the client read the Introduction to Phobias and Traumas, page 8. 

2.  Ask the client to do a head to foot scan (I call it an emotional CAT scan) and 

locate the phobia.  Explain that the phobia may feel like an anxiety, fear, or 

nervous energy in his body. 

3.   Talk to the phobia and have it say what it is afraid of.  Since it is a phobia, make 

sure the wording sounds extreme, exaggerated, and irrational.  Remind the client 

that a fear phobia ends in death, eternal torment, or rejection, and a shame phobia 

ends in an insult that feels like a slap in the face. 

4.   Treat the phobia with Natural Bio-Destressing (EFT). 

5.   Retest the client.  If the muscle testing is still off, map and clear the next phobia(s) 

until he muscle tests normally i.e. strong on yes and weak on no.  Then muscle test 

and ask if there are any remaining blocks or partial blockages in his energy field.  

If yes, treat all the remaining phobias until he tests that his energy field is 

completely unblocked. 

 
Special Case Example I.  A client tested weak on yes and weak on no; the fear was 

located in her solar plexus.  When asked what the fear was, she said there was nothing 

there, she was blank.  I took her answer at face value; there was nothing in the solar 

plexus.  Since the solar plexus is the will center, I concluded that it was telling us that she 

had no will of her own. I said angrily to the client, “yes and no are irrelevant if you have 

no will of your own.  Who did this to you?”  She replied, “I don’t know.  My father?”  I 

said, let’s test that.  She stood up and muscle tested beautifully strong on yes and weak on 

no and confirmed by muscle testing that her father had taken away her will.  In that 

instant, she decided to take her will back! 

 
Special Case Example II.  A client tested weak on yes and weak on no.  He seemed 

unable to lift his arms.  I asked him why he was so passive; what traumatized him so 

badly that he couldn’t even lift his arms?  He replied that during divorce proceedings his 

ex-wife threatened to take away his children.  Although he got joint custody, he hadn’t 

been the same since.  I told him it was time to get his power back. He immediately lifted 

his arms and muscle tested accurately! 

 
The Moral of the Story: The first step of HBLU is to access the client’s deepest 

wisdom through muscle testing.  Assume that if you get anything other than strong on yes 

and weak on no, the client is showing you something important about himself that needs 

immediate healing! This trouble shooting guide is meant to help you figure out what you 

are seeing.  If the client is doing something other than the common examples in this 

guide, use your intuition, powers of observation, and your client’s insights and guesses to 

figure out what the client is showing you and treat it.  Remember, the unblocking process 

itself is tremendously healing, and may even take 3-4 sessions to complete. 
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SELF MUSCLE TESTING 

 
1.   CIRCLE AND PRESS: 

a.   Make a circle with the thumb and ring finger of your non-dominant hand. 

b.   Insert the thumb and index fingers of the other hand into this circle from the 

bottom. 

c.   Hold light tension in the circle. 

d.   As you ask questions, press the fingers inserted into the circle outward. 

e.   Yes = the circle stays closed and holds the press fingers inside. 

f. No = the circle opens. 

 
2.   CIRCLE AND POINT: 

a.   Make a circle with the thumb and ring finger of your non-dominant hand. 

b.    Insert the index finger of the other hand into the circle from either the top or bottom. 

c. Hold light tension in the circle. 

d.    As you ask questions, pull the index finger and circle apart. 

e. Yes = the circle stays closed and holds the index pointer inside. 
f. No = the circle allows the index pointer to pull out. 

 
3.    FINGER RUBBING: 

a. Lightly touch the pads of the index finger and thumb of one hand together. 

b.    As you ask questions, lightly slide the pads across each other. 
c. Yes = the pads slide very smoothly, there is no resistance. 

d.    No = the pads are sticky against each other, there is resistance. 
e. This can also be done using both hands rubbed against each other. 

 
4. ONE HANDED: 

a. Place the pad of the middle finger of one hand on the top of the nail of the index finger 

on the same hand. 

b.    The index finger is straight with the middle finger bending to touch it. 

c. As you ask questions, press down on the index finger with the middle finger. 

d.    Yes = the index finger stays straight. 
e. No = the index finger bends downward. 

 
5.   LEG TESTING: 

a. Place one ankle on the top of the opposite thigh at the knee. 

b.    Place both hands against the back of the calf of the top leg. 

c. As you ask questions, press the top leg away from you. d.    

Yes = the top leg stays on the thigh of the bottom leg. 
e. No = the top leg falls off the thigh of the bottom leg. 

 
6.   STANDING TILT TEST; 

a. Stand up and face North. 

b.    Relax your whole body particularly around the ankles c.

 Yes = tilt forward (North) 

d. No = tilt back (South) 
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